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Monday, 28 
January

▪ Today, its my first time on a plane and when i took off, i 

started  screaming and everyone stared at me.  But on 

landing do not notice, it almost the plane planned and 

was going  down ,until we could see land and not 

almost  clouds.Arriving at the London airlifter,we took 

our bags and picked a bus that took us to 

Brighton,where we have been in clase all afternoon. 

After te classes, the families , come to pick us up and 

take me home,and te truth is that they are ver y nice. 



Tuesday , 29 
January

▪ Today I woke up at 6:30 and we went to school to do a 

tour of Brighton .We went to the beach and I took many 

photos .When the school came, we took the wrong bus 

and therefore we had to take another. We have arrived 

home, I have showered and we have eaten lasagna with 

vegetables ,after dinner ,we have gone up and I have 

prepared everything for tomorrow that a great day 

awaits me.



Wednesday,30 
January

▪ Today we got up at 7:05 and we prepared to leave 

because we had an excursion and we went to see a cliff 

called the Seven Sisters. We took lots of pictures, then 

we came and went to school and after the school ,we 

went to take the bus to go home and when we were at 

the door, there was nobody and before an hour to come 

and as we did not have the key ,we could not enter. 

Afterwards we had pizza that ate a lot and rice with 

vegetables and then we went to prepare everything for 

tomorrow and we do not want the week to end.



Thursday,31 
January

▪ Today our morning started well, we woke up 20 minutes 

before the alarm went off and we went to breakfast and 

take the bus but before leaving home, our family has 

started to discuss the bus took us to Brighton where we 

went to mall and we have been very many shops but 

then we had class so we went and after classes we went 

to the mall again this time we did not have dinner at 

home but at the taco Bell and after dinner we went to 

catch the bus but the wrong one and then suddenly the 

bus stopped and told us to start the route again at the 

end he left us at the station and we told the family that 

he called a taxi so we saw many taxis go by and we took 

one and this was the wrong because it was not the 

company that had called the family but did not take the 

house and in the end the taxi does not go free.



Friday,  1 
,February

▪ Today our morning started well we got up at 7 and have 

gone to breakfast after we took the bus and we went to 

Brighton and we spent the morning in the Mall then we 

go to the mall the time has been thrown over us and we 

have had to go running to classes to not be late today 

was our last day of class and then after classes we went 

back to the mall and then we took another bus to return 

home and we have showered and dined macaroni with 

vegetables and tomorrow we expect a great day in 

London so I want to arrive tomorrow with dream illusion 

joy and enthusiasm dismissal my day I'm also a bit sad 

because it is less and less to leave.



Saturday, 
2,February 

▪ Today we started the morning with a bit of running 

because we took the bus and it left us in Brighton and 

from there, we ran to the station to go with the train to 

London. When we arrived in London, we saw the red 

buses , the taxis, the cabins and I have felt very happy I 

have been able to see the Buckingham Palace and the 

Big Ben is under construction the London Eye, etc. It has 

been very cool! After, we have returned from London 

and already in Brighton, we have gone to dinner at KFC. 

And when we came home we had to change and take a 

bus and then another because we had confused the 

truth is that today has been the most special day and it 

has been an unforgettable experience. Tomorrow will 

be a bit boring but good day it's another day.



Sunday,3, 
February

▪ Today we have got up at 6 pm we have breakfast, we 

have dressed and we have prepared to go to Brighton. 

Today was the trip to Oxford to which I have not gone 

and I have spent the day with the others who had not 

gone either, in the center of Brighton.



Monday, 4, 
February

▪ We have gotten up very well, we have left the key of the 

house on the entrance table and the father of the family 

has taken us to the school above where we have left our 

luggage. Afterwards we had organized an excursion, 

but as it was raining and It was very windy, some 

decided not to go and spend the day in the center of 

Brighton, but then, we went back to school to get our 

luggage to go to the airport and on the plane while I 

write this I mean that this trip has been an unforgettable 

experience I would definitely repeat it again.


